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Vocabulary Ninja

This Week's Words

'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding’

Grasshopper
kip

lurgy
nitwit
strop
yonks

tinker

chockablock

hankering

fancy

fluke

Shinobi



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: kip

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

Kip is sleep.

Julia needed a quick kip after her lunch.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

sleep

Morphology

Word Class

(kip)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

a short kipPhrases: was kipping

kipped on the 

Write a compound sentence using ‘and’.

snooze
-ing
-ed



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: lurgy

Definition: 

(noun)

Informal or stand word for germs or unknown 
illness.

Paul was off school today because he had the lurgy.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

bug

Morphology

Word Class

(lur-gy)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

caught the lurgy fromPhrases: has the lurgy

errrr….the lurgy

Write a compound sentence using ‘and’.

illness



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: nitwit

Definition: 

(noun)

If you refer to someone as a nitwit, you think they 
are stupid or silly.

Nelson felt like a nitwit after spilling milk on his lunch.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

fool

Morphology

Word Class

(nit-wit)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

you nitwitPhrases: always a nitwit

a complete nitwit

Write a compound sentence using ‘and’.



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: strop

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

Someone having a strop is misbehaving, sulking or 
losing their temper. Usually if they have not got their 

own way.

Ruma stropped into the classroom. 

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :
Morphology

Word Class

(strop)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

had a strop becausePhrases: was stropping around the

a meltdown and strop

Write a compound sentence using ‘and’.

-ing
-ed



Grasshopper Word of the Day

Synonym :

Word of the Day: yonks

Definition: 

(noun)

Yonks means a very long time.

It had been yonks since pizza had been served for lunch.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :
Morphology

Word Class

(yonks)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

it had been yonks sincePhrases: 
i haven’t had a ____ for yonks it will take yonks

Write a compound sentence using ‘and’.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: hankering

Definition: 

(noun / verb)

A hankering for something is a desire or longing for 
it, often tasty food and drink.

Tilly had a hankering for cake and custard.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

crave

Morphology

Word Class

(han-ker-ing)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

long for

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

was hankering for hankered for a
hankers for a

Write a compound sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: tinker

Definition: 

(verb)

If you tinker with something, you make some small 
changes to it, in an attempt to improve it or repair it.

Mohammed tinkered with his pencil case.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :
Morphology

Word Class

(tin-ker)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

gently tinkered with continued to tinker with

-ed

tinkered and fussed with

Write a compound sentence.

-ing



Synonym :

Word of the Day: fancy

Definition: 

(verb)

If you fancy something, you want to have it or to do 
it, this feeling can pass quickly.

Jenny fancied a game of bulldogs before break was over.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

want

Morphology

Word Class

(fan-cy)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

desire

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

I fancy a/an fancied a 

-ies

had always fancied a 

Write a compound sentence.

-ied



Synonym :

Word of the Day: chockablock

Definition: 

(adjective)

If a place is chockablock, it means it was full and 
crowded with other people.

The school hall was chockablock for the leavers’ assembly. 

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

full

Morphology

Word Class

(chock-a-block)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

packed
empty

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

the place was chocka chockablock and rammed
it’s chocka in there

Write a compound sentence.



Synonym :

Word of the Day: fluke

Definition: 

(noun)

If you say that something good is a fluke, you mean that 
it happened accidentally rather than by 

being planned or arranged.

John’s goal was a total fluke, everyone knew he was flukey.

Antonym : Prefix : Suffix :

chance

Morphology

Word Class

(fluke)Pronunciation / Syllables

Challenge:

intentional

Phrases: 

Shinobi Word of the Day

a total fluke you’re so flukey

-y

Write a compound sentence.
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